Abstract: Fault monitoring or detection online is very important for the safe operation of power equipment. The traditional contact-type detection system based on vibration feature exist some troubles under the high voltage and strong electromagnetic field conditions. In this paper, a non-contact sound detection method is proposed, which is based on audio features blind source separation (BSS). The joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices （JADE） algorithm is applied in the detection method, which makes use of the forth order statics to automatically suppress Guassian background noises and enhance the non-Gaussian source signals. Compared with the fast independent component analysis (Fast ICA) algorithm, a clearer source signal can be estimated and separated. The simulation experiment results show that by the JADE algorithm, the similar coefficients between the separated signals and the original source signals are all above 0.9, far greater than that by Fast ICA algorithm. So it concludes that the sound BSS method can effectively separate source vibration sound of power equipment and JADE is more efficient than Fast ICA in the fault diagnosis for power equipment.
Introduction
Power equipment failure will not only cause damage to the device itself, but also cause serious damages to the security, stability and economic operation of the entire power system [1] . Therefore, it is of great importance to detect timely whether the electrical equipment has malfunctioned. For contact fault detection on power equipment, touch sensors are applied. The problem is that these sensors may be interfered or damaged by complex operation environment with high voltage and strong electromagnetic field, which would affect the normal operation of the detection system [2, 3] . In addition, the touch sensor, which is very inconvenient to install and maintain, destroy the integrity of external electrical equipment and may bring unexpected serious consequences when failure occurs [4] . Therefore, it is worthy of study and discussion on fault detection of non-contact system.
Experienced engineers can recognize the working state by the sound of power equipment. Thus we can collect audio signals of power equipment through non-contact microphone arrays, and introduce audio analysis technology to detect the fault state [5] . Inevitably there are external interference sound from other vibration sources at equipment operation site, in order to separate the working sound from mixed sounds, here we deal with the problem through BSS technology [6, 7] . This paper introduces the blind source separation technology based on ICA and JADE, and then analyzes the performance of the two algorithms in the vibration signal separation to verify the JADE is better than Fast ICA.
Blind source separation of electrical equipment operating sound

ICA algorithm
Assuming the source signals
are mutually independent random variables , and the observed mixed signal is expressed as ) (
A´is unknown invertible mixing matrix, the goal is to find a matrix W to estimate the source 3rd International Conference on Mechatronics, Robotics and Automation (ICMRA 2015) signal, paper [8] introduces a fast independent component analysis algorithm, the objective function is given by . 
JADE algorithm
(1) Assuming the observed signal with zero mean and unit variance, the pre-whitening procedure is shown in Equation (4) 
Then we can sequentially obtain all of the fourth-order cumulants , which can be written as matrix 
Where M is nń arbitrary matrix and lk m is its (l,k)th element. As a feature matrix, the decomposition of cumulant matrix should be satisfied to Equation (7) .
where l is the eigenvalue.
(2) Then M is processed by joint approximate diagonalization to determine the unitary matrix V, which is used to obtain the estimation of source signals. The diagonalization process is expressed as:
CMVCMVDiagksksks == L (8) Finally we need to make each matrix to be approximately diagonalized, and the basic criteria is to consider off-diagonal elements when it comes close to zero [9] , so we have 
Valuation of separation performance
The similarity coefficient is commonly used to test the effect of blind source separation algorithm, supposing that () i st is the ith source signal of () st , () j ytis the corresponding separated signal after BSS, so the similarity coefficient can be given by:
Where cov() × represents variance and the range of ij p is 01 p ££ .
Simulation and analysis
We use a microphone array to collect the normal working sound signals at transformer spot [10] , denoted as s1. Similarly we obtain wind sound s2, birds singing s3 and human voice s4. The waveforms of the four sources are plotted in Fig.1 . Fig.3 . We can find the waveforms are substantially the same as the source signal respectively. 
Where 1
M is the similarity coefficient of Fast ICA and 2 M is the similarity coefficient of JADE .It shows that the similarity coefficient of JADE substantially maintained at 0.9 or greater, achieving better separated results than Fast ICA, it shows that the JADE is more suitable to separate source signal than Fast ICA under this application.
Conclusion
Due to the transformer sound, human voices, wind sound and birds singing are produced by different vibration sources, which are statistically independent from each other, so this paper applies blind source separation technique into the on-line monitoring sound of electrical equipment, and JADE algorithm, with characteristics of automatically suppressing Gaussian background noises and enhancing the non-Gaussian source signals, is adopted to separate the mixed source sounds. The experimental results show that JADE algorithm obtained the much higher consistency with source signals and so it can be used to judge the working status of device more accurately.
